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SUMMARY

Turtle dorsal cortex (dCx), a three-layered cortical
area of the reptilian telencephalon, receives inputs
from the retina via the thalamic lateral geniculate nu-
cleus and constitutes the first cortical stage of visual
processing. The receptive fields of dCx neurons
usually occupy the entire contralateral visual field.
Electrophysiological recordings in awake and anes-
thetized animals reveal that dCx is sensitive to the
spatial structure of natural images, that dCx recep-
tive fields are not entirely uniform across space,
and that adaptation to repeated stimulation is posi-
tion specific. Hence, spatial information can be found
both at the single-neuron and population scales.
Anatomical data are consistent with the absence of
a clear retinotopic mapping of thalamocortical pro-
jections. The mapping and representation of visual
space in this three-layered cortex thus differ from
those found in mammalian primary visual cortex.
Our results support the notion that dCx performs a
global, rather than local, analysis of the visual scene.

INTRODUCTION

What are the overarching principles of cortical computation and

the functional advantages conferred by its modular and pluripo-

tent design? These important questions have thus far been

explored nearly exclusively in mammals (primates, carnivores,

and, more recently, rodents), andmostly (though not exclusively)

in primary or ‘‘early’’ sensory areas (V1, A1, and S1). Yet cerebral

cortex, a layered structure covering the forebrain, is not a

mammalian invention. It likely evolved over 300 million years

ago with the amniotes, for it is found in all mammals (mono-

tremes, marsupials, and eutherians) and in their sister group,

the sauropsids, but does not exist in either fish or amphibians

(Butler et al., 2011). Among the sauropsids, cortex proper can

be identified clearly only in the non-avian reptiles. Reptilian cor-

tex, a three-layered structure similar to the mammalian paleo-

and archi-cortices (piriform and hippocampal, respectively),

probably resembles the common ancestral cortex in stem amni-
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otes. Hence, reptiles offer a good opportunity to study a rela-

tively simple cortex, and possibly to uncover some of the

structural and computational logic of its original design.

We undertook to study turtle dorsal cortex (dCx), a system that

was once the focus of classical anatomical and functional

studies (Hall and Ebner, 1970; Hall et al., 1977; Heller and Ulinski,

1987; Morlock, 1972; Mulligan and Ulinski, 1990; Reiner, 1991;

Zhu et al., 2005). Early anatomical studies of the visual thalamo-

cortical system suggested an unusual mapping of the retina onto

dCx, such as the loss of topography along the vertical dimension

of the visual field (Mulligan and Ulinski, 1990). Previous studies

(Gusel’nikov et al., 1972; Mazurskaya, 1973; Mazurskaya et al.,

1967) also suggested that dCx neuron visual receptive fields

(RFs) cover the entire contralateral visual field with almost no

spatial selectivity and that their responses adapt strongly and

rapidly to repeated visual stimulation (Gusel’nikov and Pivo-

varov, 1978; Hayes et al., 1968; Luo et al., 2010). Electrophysio-

logical and voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging studies (Prechtl,

1994; Prechtl et al., 1997, 2000; Senseman and Robbins, 1999,

2002) reported the existence of interlocked stimulus-evoked os-

cillations and wave patterns, but the cellular activity underlying

those macroscopic phenomena remains unknown. Thus, the

nature of visual representations in turtle dCx remains to be

discovered.

Our goal was to revisit these questions with a quantitative

approach using large-scale recordings and classical techniques

of RF mapping used to study information processing and repre-

sentation in mammalian visual cortex (DeAngelis et al., 1993;

Emerson et al., 1987; Fournier et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2013;

Movshon et al., 1978; Rust et al., 2005; Touryan et al., 2005).

Our anatomical data show that the mapping of the visual field

is not a straightforward projection onto dCx; there appears to

be no retinotopic map in dCx. Consistent with the anatomy, we

found that the vast majority of dCx RFs cover almost entirely

the contralateral visual field. Yet we show that dCx is sensitive

to the spatial and temporal statistics of natural scenes. More-

over, a substantial fraction of dCx neurons exhibit some non-uni-

formity in their spatial response profiles, which can be used to

decode the position and contrast polarity of a stimulus.

These results show that despite their generally poor spatial

selectivity, dCx neurons provide information about stimulus po-

sition, both at the single-cell and population level. The structural

and functional attributes underlying this selectivity appear

different from those underlying the encoding of visual space in
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Figure 1. Histology of dCx, Mapping of Visual Responses, and Beta-Range Oscillation

(A) Frontal section stained for VGluT2 (red), a marker of subcortical terminals, and NeuN (green), a pan-neuronal marker. dCx, dorsal cortex; rf, rhinal fissure; lCx,

lateral cortex; PT, pallial thickening; dmCx, dorsomedial cortex; mCx, medial cortex; DVR, dorsal-ventricular ridge; d, dorsal; v, ventral; m, medial; l, lateral. Scale

bar, 1 mm.

(B) Correlation between VGluT2 staining (red, top) and thalamocortical LGN axon terminals revealed in layer 1a by trans-synaptic labeling after contralateral eye

injection of WGA-HRP (white, bottom) (sections are from two different animals). Scale bar, 1 mm.

(legend continued on next page)
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mammalian primary visual neurons (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962;

Lien and Scanziani, 2013; Marshel et al., 2011). Our data argue

for a distributed encoding of visual space in dCx, with no topo-

graphical mapping of the physical dimensions of the sensory

space. It suggests that information processing in turtle visual

cortex might rely on similar principles to those that govern object

encoding in olfactory cortex and higher visual areas.

RESULTS

Functional Anatomy of dCx and Selection of Depth
Recording Locations
The reptilian cortex is composed of three layers with densely

packed pyramidal cells in layer 2 only, and interneurons

scattered through layers 1–3 (Figure 1A). The visual dCx is tradi-

tionally divided across the latero-medial axis into two areas

called D2 and D1 (Desan, 1984; Heller and Ulinski, 1987); D2

(lateral to D1) receives direct input from lateral geniculate nu-

cleus (LGN).

Intraocular injection of the trans-synaptic tracer WGA-HRP

(STAR Methods) revealed the axonal projection zone of retino-

recipient LGN neurons as a densely stained superficial zone

in layer 1 of dCx (L1a; Figure 1B). This projection zone was

also stained by an antibody against VGluT2, a marker of

subcortical synaptic terminations (Nahmani and Erisir, 2005)

(Figure 1B).

Sixty-four-electrode eCoG recordings of dCx responses to

flashed stimuli in awake animals showed that the visually respon-

sive zone in dCxmatches that revealed byWGA-HRP tracing ex-

periments (Figure S1). Visually evoked local field potential (LFP)

activity extended over several square millimeters in the rostral

half of the cortex. eCoG traces revealed dominant spectral

power in the beta range (15–35 Hz; Figure 1D), plotted as iso-

amplitude contours in Figure 1E. The extent of the visually acti-

vated zone did not depend on the spectral band selected to

analyze the data.

We used this knowledge to target our depth recordings in

anesthetized turtles to area D2 (as confirmed post hoc from

VGluT2 stainings). Current-source density profiles measured

across the depth of dCx in anesthetized animals revealed an

early (<100ms) superficial current sink (Figure 1C,middle) whose
(C) Comparison of the dCx layered structure and a typical CSDprofile. Left: cross-s

depth profile of CSD in one anesthetized animal, scaled as in left panel. Blue

32-channel linear probe.

(D) Top: single-trial dCx activity (unfiltered, black; band-pass [15–35 Hz], blue) e

recorded in awake turtle with an eCoG array using the channel with the largest o

(E) Iso-amplitude contours of oscillatory power (15–35 Hz band) recorded with e

across dCx (bottom). dCx, dorsal cortex; lCx, lateral cortex; OB, olfactory bulb; r

(F) Top: single-trial spiking responses of sorted units (SU) together with simultane

1 s static stimulus (sparse noise, onset indicated by the arrow). Bottom: average

current sink peak, in response to a 1 s-long flashed stimulus (sparse noise, gray lin

stimulus onset.

(G) Average depth profile of beta LFP oscillations (15–35 Hz) measured along a

superficial channel corresponding to the current sink peak (same channel as in F

(H) Left: example of peri-oscillation-triggered histogram (POTH, black) normalized

channel used tomeasure spike times (from trough). Middle: distribution of preferre

distribution of the maximum spike rate modulation (spike rate normalized to mea

significant POTH modulation (Rayleigh test, p < 0.01). See also Figure S2.
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depth profile matched the zone of LGN afferent projections (Fig-

ure 1C, left).

Oscillatory Dynamics and Population Phase-Locking in
Response to Visual Inputs
Themacroscopic (LFP or eCoG) responses of turtle visual cortex

to visual stimuli typically contained an early, stimulus-locked

broadband component and a superimposed and sustained

oscillatory component. We observed these oscillations for a

variety of stimuli both in anesthetized animals (Figure 1F) and

in awake animals (Figures 1D and 1E). Consistent with earlier re-

ports (Prechtl et al., 1997; Rutishauser et al., 2013; Senseman

and Robbins, 1999), the power increase in the stimulus-evoked

oscillations was strongest in the beta range (15–35 Hz). We

observed a peak oscillatory power between 15 and 25 Hz (anes-

thetized, mean = 19 Hz, range = 15–25 Hz, n = 5 animals; awake,

mean = 23 Hz, range = 22–25 Hz, n = 4 animals).

To examine the potential significance of the macroscopic os-

cillations in determining the timing of neuronal responses, we re-

corded cortical LFPs together with the responses of individual

neurons to visual stimuli (sparse and dense noise; STAR

Methods) using linear silicon arrays inserted across the entire

cortical depth in anesthetized animals (Figures 1F–1H). On

average, beta LFP oscillations (triggered on the oscillation trough

recorded from a superficial channel) showed almost no gradient

of phase across depth, but a rapid phase reversal superficially, at

a level corresponding approximately to the transition between

layers 1a (containing LGN axon terminals) and 1b (Figure 1G).

Beta oscillations measured in the LFP reflected the firing sta-

tistics of the neuronal population in dCx (Figure 1H). The correla-

tion between spike times and LFP was quantified by computing

the peri-oscillation-triggered histogram (POTH; STAR Methods).

In total, 65% of the recorded neurons (479 out of 741) showed a

significant modulation of their firing rate across a beta oscillation

cycle (Rayleigh test, p < 0.01). For some neurons, this oscillatory

activity was clearly reflected in their spike autocorrelogram (Fig-

ure S2). These neurons preferred to fire in the descending phase

of the beta oscillation cycle (Figure 1H, middle), indicative of syn-

chronous excitation. Note that�30% of these neurons exhibited

less than 20% firing rate modulation during an oscillation cycle

(Figure 1H, right).
ection of dCx as in (A), revealing the different layers. Scale bar, 100 mm.Middle:

, sink; red, source. Right: averaged stimulus-triggered LFPs, recorded with

voked by a static stimulus (2 s natural image; onset indicated by the arrow),

scillations in the beta range (indicated by an asterisk in E, top).

CoG grid in response to natural scenes (top), and location of eCog responses

f, rhinal fissure; T, tectum; th, thalamus. Scale bar, 1 mm. See also Figure S1.

ously recorded LFP (unfiltered, black; band-pass [15–35 Hz], blue) evoked by a

time-frequency plot of LFP power recorded from a superficial channel around

e). Oscillatory power is normalized to the spontaneous activity recorded before

32-channel linear array, by triggering on the trough of the oscillation of the

).

to mean firing rate of that neuron (spike rate modulation). Blue: POT LFP of the

d firing phase across neurons that showed significant POTHmodulation. Right:

n firing rate, i.e., maximum of the POTH in left panel) for neurons that showed



Figure 2. dCx Response to Natural Images

and Movies in Awake Animals

(A) Examples of static stimuli used to probe visual

responses in dCx of awake turtle. Static stimuli

were taken from a total of 320 different images

(each in RGB or grayscale [BW]; natural, Nat;

natural + phase-scrambled, Scr; noise, WN; uni-

form, red; STAR Methods). Images were each

presented for 2 s in pseudorandom order, with

�10 s interval (uniform gray background) between

stimuli.

(B) Top: single-trial eCoG response to a natural

image recorded from one site. Bottom: corre-

sponding average time-frequency spectrogram

normalized to spontaneous-activity power.

(C) Comparison of oscillatory response intensity (in

15–35 Hz band) across static stimulus classes.

Oscillatory power was normalized to spontaneous

activity for each animal. Error bars are ± SEM.

Responses for different stimulus classes were

significantly different (ANOVA, p < 0.01), except

between RGB natural image and uniform (red)

flashes and grayscale natural images (BWNat) and

scrambled RGB images (RGB Scr).

(D) Natural movie stimuli consisted of 10 s-long

video clips; frame 1 was shown for 2 s before

transitioning to following ones (20 fps [frames per

second] thereafter). In manipulated movies, the

spatial structure and/or the temporal sequence of

the movie frames was modified (Scr, Shf, and Scr/

Shf; STAR Methods).

(E) Same as in (B), for RGB natural movies. Note

sustained oscillatory power in the beta range

throughout movie.

(F) Comparison of oscillatory responses (15–35 Hz)

across movie stimuli. Response amplitude was

measured as oscillatory power evoked after movie

onset, averaged across entire clip duration. Oscil-

latory power was normalized to spontaneous-ac-

tivity power spectrum for each animal. Error bars

are ± SEM. Responses were significantly higher for

the natural movie (RGB or grayscale) compared to

when the movie frames were scrambled and/or

shuffled (ANOVA, p < 0.01). See also Figure S3.
Sensitivity to Spatial Features in dCx of Awake Turtles
To examine whether dCx is sensitive to the spatial structure of

visual stimuli, we examined the effectiveness of various stimulus

categories in driving beta activity in awake animals (n = 4). Using

a large set of luminance-adjusted static images (Figure 2A;

STAR Methods), we measured power in the beta range (15–

35 Hz; Figures 2B and S3) for each stimulus and category.

The most efficient stimulus categories were RGB natural scenes

and uniform red flashes (Figure 2C). Least effective were phase-

scrambled BW scenes and white-noise stimuli. The high effec-

tiveness of red stimuli is likely explained by the known bias of

the turtle retinal spectral sensitivity (Graf, 1967), but the ranking

across the remaining stimuli suggests a sensitivity of turtle cor-

tex activity to the spatial structure of the image. In particular, the

significant preference for natural images (Nat) compared to their

phase-scrambled counterparts (Scr) (ANOVA, p < 0.01) indi-
cates that dCx may be selective to the presence of salient

contours.

Using movies of natural images, we also found that dCx is sen-

sitive to the spatiotemporal statistics of the visual scene. eCoG re-

sponses evoked by 10 s-long natural movie clips (Figure 2D)

showed increased power in the beta range upon static presenta-

tion of the first frame (Figure 2E, dark gray) and at themovie onset

(2 s later), but alsosustainedbetaoscillations throughout theentire

movie (Figures 2E and S3). Sustained beta oscillations measured

after movie onset were significantly smaller when the frames of

the movie were phase-scrambled (Scr) and/or shuffled in time

(Shf) (ANOVA, p < 0.01; Figure 2F; n = 2 animals; STARMethods).

Absence of Fine Retinotopy in dCx
To test whether RFs are organized retinotopically across dCx,

we recorded the activity of dCx neurons extracellularly in
Neuron 97, 164–180, January 3, 2018 167



anesthetized and paralyzed turtles and measured their spatial

selectivity with ‘‘sparse-noise’’ stimuli consisting of bright (ON)

or dark (OFF) squares flashed on an intermediate intensity back-

ground (3 3 5 positions covering 90� 3 120� of visual angle;

STAR Methods; Figure 3A). Consistent with earlier reports

(Gusel’nikov et al., 1972; Mazurskaya, 1973), we found that the

population response (MUA) recorded in any of the dCx locations

we sampled covered the entire stimulated area. Responses to

sparse noise recorded simultaneously in two different sites,

spaced by >1 mm along the rostro-caudal axis of dCx (n = 3

out of 5 animals), were highly similar, with no obvious spatial

anisotropy in RF location across the dCx surface (Figures 3A

and S4A). Nevertheless, we measured a temporal delay across

dCx recording sites: caudal dCx average responses were de-

layed by �30 ms compared to rostral dCx (Figure 3B, bottom;

mean = 32.2 ms; paired t test, p << 0.01), consistent with earlier

reports on propagation of activity across dCx (Senseman, 1999).

Moreover, we found a significant correlation between the latency

of dCx responses and the azimuthal position of the stimulus for

individual recording locations: on average, responses to single

flashes in the periphery of the visual field were delayed by

�70 ms compared to the center (Figure 3B, top; r = �0.78,

p << 0.01). This result suggests the possibility that azimuth of

the visual field may be encoded in the timing of dCx responses.

Retrograde tracing from dCx recording sites revealed a retino-

topic organization of thalamocortical projections that was very

coarse at best. We routinely coated our recording electrodes

with lipophilic dyes (Figure 3C; STAR Methods). These dyes un-

derwent retrograde axonal transport and, thus, identified

thalamic afferents. After 1–4 weeks, LGN neurons labeled retro-

gradely from the dCx recording site (STAR Methods) were

detected over most of the rostro-caudal axis of LGN (Figures

3D–3F). Quantitative analyses reveal that rostral dCx (Figure 3E,

light brown) receives inputs from cells distributed throughout the

whole rostro-caudal extent of the LGN, while more caudal por-

tions of dCx (Figure 3E, dark brown) gradually lack input from

caudal LGN. Applying two different tracers along the rostro-

caudal axis of dCx (DiI and DiD) revealed large spatial overlap

in LGN, but only very few (<2%) double-labeled cells (Figure 3E,

inset). These results indicate coarse differences between (rostral

to caudal) LGN projections along the rostro-caudal axis of dCx.

Yet the widespread divergence of LGN output to any part of

dCx is consistent with the absence of a fine-grain retinotopic

organization of dCx, as indicated by our electrophysiological

recordings.

Receptive Fields and Encoding of Position and Contrast
in dCx
To assess the diversity of spatial selectivity across the dCx

neuronal population, we quantified the RF properties of individ-

ual dCx neurons from responses to sparse noise in anesthetized

turtles. Most recorded neurons responded over large parts—

often all—of the stimulated area. Significant responses were

observed in �75% of the recorded neurons over more than

90% of the explored visual area (i.e., more than 100� of visual

angle) (Figures 4A and 4B; n = 128 neurons and 5 animals). More-

over, ON and OFF subfields usually overlapped in a given

neuron, as shown by the correlation coefficient measured be-
168 Neuron 97, 164–180, January 3, 2018
tween ON and OFF responses (Figure 4C, middle). No system-

atic bias was found between ON and OFF responses (paired

t test, p = 0.75; Figure S4B).

Despite their large size, dCx RFs are not entirely uniform

across space. The spatial modulation index showed that 50%

of neurons (70/128) had more than 20% modulation of their

response amplitude across space (Figure 4C, left; median =

0.21). Cells with RF size <100� of visual angle showed larger

spatial modulation (Figure S4C; median = 0.28; n = 34 neurons)

than cells with large RFs (>100� of visual angle, n = 94; median =

0.18). Moreover, ON and OFF responses were not perfectly

balanced across the visual field for most neurons: the correlation

betweenON andOFF responses was <0.6 for�50%of dCx neu-

rons (median = 0.62) (Figure 4C, middle); i.e., half of dCx neurons

show more than �40% modulation of their response to contrast

of opposite signs.

Additionally, RFs were not uniform within local populations of

dCx neurons. We measured the Pearson’s correlation between

every neuron’s RF and the mean RF averaged across all other

neurons recorded simultaneously on the same electrode (Fig-

ure 4C, right; population correlation). For half of dCx neurons,

this correlation was <0.4 (median = 0.40); i.e., more than

�60% of the variance of their RFs could not be explained by

the average response from the rest of the population. We also

compared the uniformity of RFs across recording sites sepa-

rated along the rostro-caudal dimension by measuring the Pear-

son’s correlation between RFs recorded in rostral (or caudal)

dCx and the mean RF averaged across neurons recorded in

caudal (or rostral) dCx (n = 3 animals). Comparison of population

correlation values within and across recording sites showed that

dCx RFs tended to be more uniform within the local population

(Figure S4D; paired t test, p << 0.01).

To assess whether the diversity of RFs across the dCx popu-

lation was sufficient to decode the position and polarity of the

stimulus, we used a Bayesian decoding approach andmeasured

the average posterior probability from the recorded spike trains

for each stimulus position and contrast (STAR Methods). Both

the location and the ON or OFF polarity of the stimulus could

be decoded from dCx neuron responses (Figures 4D and S4E).

Thus, despite their poor spatial selectivity, dCx neurons exhibit

some anisotropy in their spatiotemporal response profiles, which

can be used to decode the location and contrast polarity of a

stimulus.

Encoding of Stimulus Position during Prolonged
Stimulation
Responses in dCx are usually much reduced during prolonged

stimulation (Clawson et al., 2017). To test if positions in the visual

field are also encoded in dCx responses during ongoing stimula-

tion, we recorded the activity of dCx neurons in anesthetized

turtles during the presentation of an �30 s-long movie clip, dis-

played in different positions on the screen (Figure 5). Unlike

sparse noise stimuli, the luminance of each movie frame was

adjusted to the background luminance and all movie frames

were equalized in overall contrast.

Across all experiments (n = 123 neurons and 4 animals), most

neurons responded reliably to the appearance of the first

frame and to the onset of the movie in all stimulated positions



Figure 3. Absence of Fine Retinotopic Mapping in dCx

(A) ON (left) and OFF (right) RFs (±SEM) estimated with sparse noise from population responses (MUA) recorded simultaneously in one anesthetized animal from

two distant rostrocaudal dCx sites (rostral, light green; caudal, dark green). ON and OFF response profiles were normalized to their maximum firing rate across all

positions. Stimulus duration (1 s) is indicated by the gray line.

(B) Top: latency of rostral dCx responses to sparse noise flashes as a function of the azimuthal position of the stimulus, expressed relative to the mean latency.

Latency was measured at the first crossing of 50% of the maximum firing rate, after averaging ON and OFF responses across vertical positions. Colored lines

correspond to single recordings (n = 5 animals). Bottom: comparison of response latencies between rostral and caudal dCx recording sites (n = 3 animals; 33 5

positions per animal).

(C) Position of the DiI- or DiD-coated electrodes, used for analysis in (E). Each color corresponds to a different experiment. dCx, dorsal cortex; OB, olfactory bulb;

T, tectum.

(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 4. Encoding of Stimulus Positions in

dCx Responses to Sparse Noise

(A) ON (left) and OFF (right) RFs (±SEM, blue)

mapped with sparse noise for two spike-sorted

neurons (clu.) recorded simultaneously in an an-

esthetized turtle. These two neurons illustrate the

range of RF sizes observed across the population.

Stimulus duration (1 s) is indicated by a gray line

under each raster. The position of each raster in

each 3 3 5 matrix indicates that of the corre-

sponding stimulus on the screen (see inset).

(B) Distribution of spatial extent of dCx RFs,

measured as the average of ON and OFF subfields

(n = 128 cells, 5 animals).

(C) Left: distribution of the spatial modulation in-

dex (STAR Methods). Middle: distribution of the

correlation coefficient between ON and OFF re-

sponses. Right: distribution of the population

correlation, measured as the Pearson’s correla-

tion between a neuron RF and the mean RF

averaged across all other neurons recorded

simultaneously (STAR Methods).

(D) Sparse noise stimuli were decoded from dCx

neuron responses using a Bayesian approach

(STAR Methods). The posterior probability was

averaged across trials for each position (indicated

by the magenta square in each matrix) and

contrast polarity (left, ON; right, OFF). The ampli-

tude of the posterior is expressed relative to

chance level (i.e., chance = 1/(#Xpos 3 #Ypos 3

#contrast) = 1/30). The position of the maximum of

the posterior is indicated by a magenta dot. The

3 3 5 grid of the sparse noise is indicated by the

thin gray lines. The presentedmaps correspond to

averages across all experiments (n = 5 animals).

See also Figure S4.
(Figures 5A and S5). Similar to sparse noise, responses to the

onset of the movie were not entirely uniform across space or

across the dCx population: 50% of dCx neurons modulated their

responses across space by more than �20% (Figure 5B, left;

median = 0.18) and more than 60% of their RF variance could

not be explained by the average response of all other cells (Fig-

ure 5B, right; population correlation; median = 0.38). To test if the
(D) Thalamic nuclei are delineated on one section example (referring to section marked with an asterisk in F). H

anterior; LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus; n.rot, nucleus rotundus; OT, optic tract; PD, n. pedunculus dors

NLH, n. lateralis hypothalami; NVH, n. ventralis hypothalami; NPH, n. periventricularis hypothalami (Powers

(E) Rostro-caudal distribution of LGN neurons retrogradely labeled from the dCx cortical sites indicated in (C

>500 retrogradely labeled cells. Rostral positions in dCx result in labeling along the entire extent of LGN,with th

with LGN area (compare to gray shaded area, representing the area of LGN measured in one animal example

lack of labeled cells in caudal LGN. Distributions were aligned to the maximum area of nucleus rotundus (n.

simultaneous retrograde tracing from two sites in dCx, separated by >1 mm in the rostro-caudal dimension,

only a small fraction of cells (<2%) are double labeled (arrows).

(F) DiI retrograde labeling of thalamic neurons from one cortical recording site in dCx (corresponding to the sec

span the entire extent of LGN from caudal (leftmost) to rostral (rightmost) every 140 mm. Retrogradely labele

indicated with a red dot. Scale bar, 1 mm.
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location of the movie could be decoded

from the response of dCx neurons at the

movie onset, we applied the same

Bayesian approach as above. Similar to

results with sparse noise, we found that
the position of the movie could be accurately decoded from

the activity recorded in dCx for the first 4 s following stimulus

onset (Figures 5C and S6A), although most neurons exhibited

significant responses to all stimulated positions (Figures S5A

and S5B).

After movie onset, the firing rate of most dCx neurons

decreased drastically (Figures 5A, S4A, and S4B). Nevertheless,
M, n. habenularis medialis; DMA, n. dorsomedialis

alis; PV, n. pedunculus ventralis; re, n. reuniens;

and Reiner, 1980).
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Figure 5. Encoding of Stimulus Position in dCx Neural Responses to Natural Movies

(A) Responses to natural movie stimuli. Movie stimuli used in the anesthetized animal consisted of a 2 s-long presentation of the first movie frame, followed by two

successive presentations of the full movie at 20 fps (�36 s in total). Themovie was presented in one of nine locations of the screen in a pseudorandom sequence.

The relative position of each block of trials corresponds to the position of the stimulus on the screen. Top traces are PSTHs (mean in black; SEM in blue).

(B) Left: distribution of the spatial modulation index of dCx RFs, measured from the responses to the movie onset (i.e., using the first 4 s following stimulus onset)

(n = 123 cells, 4 animals). Right: distribution of the population correlation from onset responses, measured as the Pearson’s correlation between a cell response

and the mean response averaged across all other cells recorded simultaneously (STAR Methods).

(C) The position of the movie was decoded using a Bayesian approach (STAR Methods) from dCx neuron responses to the first 4 s following stimulus onset

(‘‘onset response’’). The posterior probability was averaged for each position (indicated by themagenta rectangle in eachmatrix). The amplitude of the posterior is

expressed relative to chance level. The maximum of the posterior is indicated by a magenta dot for each stimulus position. The shown posterior probability

corresponds to average across all experiments (n = 4 animals).

(D) Left: comparison of the spatial modulation index measured from responses to movie onset (same as in B) and to movie presentation (from 4 s post-onset until

the end). Middle: comparison of the coefficient of spatial correlation of the RFmeasured from responses tomovie onset and tomovie presentation. The coefficient

of spatial correlation was measured as the average coefficient of correlation between the response of a neuron in a given position and the mean response of the

same neuron averaged across all other positions. Right: comparison of the population correlation computed from responses to movie onset and to movie

presentation.

(E) Decoding of the position of the movie from dCx neuron responses to the movie presentation (‘‘movie response’’). Same method as in (C). The amplitude of the

posterior is expressed relative to chance level. The maximum of the posterior is indicated by a magenta dot for each stimulus position. The shown posterior

probability corresponds to average across all experiments (n = 4 animals). See also Figures S5 and S6.
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responses, if present during the movie, were clearly structured

(Figures 5A and S5). Some response peaks were correlated

with the transition between the last frame of run 1 of the movie

and the first frame of run 2 (blue line), while some others were

locked to specific features of the movie, possibly related to

increased visual flow (Figures S5A and S5B). Responses during

the movie presentation (from 4 s post-onset till the end of the

movie) weremore spatially selective than at the onset of the stim-

ulus as shown by the higher spatial modulation index (Figure 5D,

left; paired t test, p << 0.01). The coefficient of spatial correlation

of the RF was also significantly lower during the movie presenta-

tion (median = 0.31) than at the stimulus onset (median = 0.70)

(Figure 5D, middle; spatial correlation, paired t test, p << 0.01;

STAR Methods), indicating that dCx neurons exhibited more

position-specific responses during the movie presentation. The

correlation between responses recorded from different neurons

(population correlation) was unchanged compared to the

correlation between responses recorded at the onset of the

stimulus (Figure 5D, right; paired t test, p = 0.19). Thus, while

the firing rate of dCx neurons decreases during stimulation, their

spatial selectivity increases. This result is consistent with recent

findings suggesting a trade-off in dCx between detection and

discrimination as the response develops following stimulus

onset (Clawson et al., 2017). Bayesian decoding of the stimulus

position from responses recorded during the movie showed that

the position of the stimulus can also be decoded during pro-

longed stimulation, despite the strong adaptation of dCx firing

rates (Figures 5E and S6A).

In one experiment (turtle K5), we presented three different

movies during the same recording session (Figures S5B and

S5D). Bayesian decoding of the stimulus from responses re-

corded either at the onset or during the movie presentation

showed that both the position and the identity of the movie could

be decoded from dCx activity (Figure S6B), suggesting that

visual features other than position and contrast polarity are likely

encoded across the dCx population.

Linear and Nonlinear Components of dCx Receptive
Fields
The large overlapmeasured between ON andOFF subfields with

sparse noise suggested that the nonlinear RF component often

dominated the evoked response (Figure 4C, middle). Sparse

stimuli did not seem appropriate to extract reliable linear compo-

nents: the estimated ON-OFF linear RFs were often noisy and

barely statistically significant (Figure S7).

Inspired by the finding that dense stimulation is more effective

in cat V1 to estimate linear RFs (Fournier et al., 2011), we

recorded responses to dense-noise checkerboard stimuli in

anesthetized turtle dCx (n = 561 neurons, 20 recording sessions

in 5 animals) and dissected out RFs into linear and nonlinear

components to assess their respective spatial selectivity. RFs

were computed using the stimulus-contrast derivative (Fig-

ure 6A). Linear and nonlinear components of dCx RFs were esti-

mated using a least-squares method (STAR Methods). In this

framework, the linear RF of a neuron corresponds to the compo-

nent that contributes linearly to that neuron’s response; the

nonlinear RF describes the component of the response that

does not depend on the sign of the contrast derivative. Across
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our cell population, this RF model could explain �35% of the

variance of the responses (mean = 37% ± 9% SD, n = 561). Fig-

ure 6B illustrates the linear and nonlinear RF components of two

representative neurons recorded simultaneously. While their

nonlinear RFs contained little spatial structure, their linear RFs

revealed an interesting spatial anisotropy (Figure 6C). In

neuron #6, the linear RF showed ON and OFF subfields arranged

side by side, reminiscent (in structure, but not in size) of oriented

RFs of simple cells in mammalian V1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962).

By contrast, the linear RF of neuron #14 revealed a dominant

OFF response decaying from center to periphery. Over the pop-

ulation, the nonlinear RFs almost always extended over the

entire stimulated area, with little spatial modulation; the linear

components were usually more restricted and spatially modu-

lated (Figures 6D and 6E). The linear RFs generally represented

a small fraction of the total RF energy (Figure 6F, linear RF index;

median = 0.06). By analogy with neurons in mammalian V1, one

might therefore consider that all dCx neurons are complex-like

neurons.

While a majority of dCx RFs had no selective component in the

orientation domain (as defined by a maximal power for null

spatial frequencies in their 2D power spectrum; Figure 6C),

37% of dCx RFs (206 out of 561) had a linear component

that was spatially oriented. For these cells, we measured the

orientation of the linear RF at the time of maximal response by

convolution with gratings of different orientations at best spatial

frequency (as measured from the 2D power spectrum). The

orientation selectivity index (OSI) measured from the estimated

tuning curves revealed a wide range of orientation selectivity in

dCx and most linear RFs had an OSI <0.5 (�70%, 146/206; Fig-

ure 7A), i.e., less than 50% modulation of their response to

orthogonal gratings. But some neurons (with OSI > 0.3, �60%,

126/206) had a clearly spatially oriented organization of their

linear RFs (Figures 7C–7E). The linear RFs of these cells

were more often oriented along the horizontal axis of the visual

field across our cell population (Figure 7B). This bias could be

related to the presence of an elongated area centralis (‘‘visual

streak’’) in the retina, which contains the highest density of gan-

glion cells, and which turtles actively maintain facing horizontally

(Brown, 1969).

Spatially Selective Adaptation
One characteristic feature of visually evoked responses of dCx

neurons is a prominent adaptation to repetitive stimulation,

resulting in a complete extinction of the evoked responses after

a few stimuli at interstimulus intervals (ISIs) shorter than several

seconds (typically <5 s; Gusel’nikov and Pivovarov, 1978;

Gusel’nikov et al., 1972; Hayes et al., 1968; Luo et al., 2010).

To assess the spatial selectivity of this adaptation, we re-

corded, in anesthetized turtles, responses of dCx neurons to

sparse noise stimuli in which one of the positions (adapting

position) was more frequently stimulated than the others (test

positions; P(adapting) = 0.9; Figure 8A). Responses measured

in this condition were compared to control responses

measured with long ISI (>10 s). Although evoked responses

to the most frequently stimulated position completely disap-

peared within a few presentations, dCx neurons still responded

to the other spatial positions, which were less frequently



Figure 6. Linear and Nonlinear Receptive

Field Components in dCx

(A) Left: dense noise stimulus (luminance S(t)).

Right: derivative of the stimulus contrast used to

estimate RFs.

(B) Linear (left) and nonlinear (right) RF compo-

nents for two cell examples recorded simulta-

neously in an anesthetized animal.

(C) Z scored spatial profile of the linear RF

component at different times following stimulus

onset (same neurons as in B). The leftmost plots

show the spatial power spectrum at time of

maximal response.

(D) Distribution of RF size across the sampled

neuron population for the linear (dark gray) and

nonlinear (light gray) components.

(E) Distribution of the spatial modulation index

measured from linear (dark gray) or nonlinear (light

gray) RF components (computed as 1 minus the

proportion of variance explained by the spatial

average of the RF; STAR Methods).

(F) Distribution of the RF linearity index across our

cell population (proportion of RF energy contained

in the linear component; STARMethods). See also

Figure S7.
stimulated (Figures 8B, 8C, and S8A–S8E). This adaptation was

reversible and could be elicited at all tested locations (Figures

S8C–S8E). Thus, adaptation to repeated stimulation in dCx is

spatially specific.

We investigated how this adaptation depended on spatial

distance by presenting vertical bars (20� width each) that over-

lapped with the adapting central bar by 75% to 0% (25% dec-

rements, i.e., 5� displacements in both directions). Comparison

of RFs measured in the adapting and control conditions

showed that adaptation was almost linearly related to the

spatial overlap of test stimuli with the adapting stimulus (Fig-

ures 8D and 8E).

Analysis of current source density (CSD) profiles from depth

recordings in anesthetized turtles during adapting and control

conditions showed that the superficial current sink completely

disappeared in response to the adapting stimulus (Figure 8F). If

one assumes that this sink of current reflects, at least in part,

the depolarization caused by thalamic afferents, this result

suggests that adaptation to repeated stimulation is associated

with a decrease of the thalamic drive to dCx. This could be
due either to adaptation of LGN neurons

or to synaptic depression at thalamocort-

ical synapses. To test for the former hy-

pothesis, we measured responses of

LGN neurons to adapting stimulation se-

quences in an ex vivo eye-brain prepara-

tion (STAR Methods). Although single

units in LGN showed a moderate

decrease in their evoked response be-

tween control and adapting conditions,

we found no evidence for a spatially se-

lective component of this adaptation

over the LGN neuronal population
(Figures 8G and S8F–S8H). Therefore, we conclude that spatially

selective adaptation in dCx most probably results from depres-

sion of sensory afferent synapses. Finally, we measured surface

eCoG responses to adapting stimulation in awake turtles (n = 2

animals). We found that adaptation to repeated stimulation in

the same location with an ISI of 2 s also resulted in a spatially

restricted decrease of dCx responses, demonstrating the rele-

vance of this feature of dCx visual processing in the awake ani-

mal (Figure 8H).

DISCUSSION

As in mammalian V1, visual afferents to turtle dCx reflect a disy-

naptic pathway from the retina, relayed in the LGN; however,

thalamocortical projections are not clearly organized retinotopi-

cally (with the exception of a slight rostro-caudal projection

gradient) and visual responses from neurons anywhere in dCx

can be elicited from the entire visual field. In this context, our

finding that spatial features of a visual scene can be extracted

from population and single-neuron activity comes as a surprise.
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Figure 7. Orientation of dCx Linear Receptive Fields

(A) Distribution of the orientation selectivity index (OSI) measured from dCx

linear RF components. Neuronswith OSI = 0 had power spectrummaximum at

(fx,fy) = (0,0).

(B) Distribution of the orientation of dCx linear RF components for neurons with

OSI >0.3 (see in A). Zero-degree orientation corresponds to horizontal.

(C) Spatial profile of the linear RF component at time of maximal response for

16 neurons with OSI >0.3 (same color scale as in Figure 6C).

(D) Same as in (C) for four cells with 0 < OSI < 0.2.

(E) Example of linear RF components classified as non-oriented (OSI = 0). The

grid of the dense noise is indicated by the thin lines.
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Spatial Information Encoded in Turtle Cortical
Population Activity
Visual responses to diffuse or localized flashes of light were

reported in dCx over 40 years ago (Gusel’nikov et al., 1972; Ma-

zurskaya, 1973; Mazurskaya et al., 1967). Examining eCoG re-

sponses to different stimulus classes in awake animals, we

found that dCx is sensitive to the spatial and temporal structure

of natural images and movies, suggesting that dCx neurons

encode spatial and temporal information about the visual scene.

Using RF mapping, we showed that the vast majority of RFs in

turtle dCx cover a large fraction, if not all, of the contralateral

visual field. The large size of dCx RFs is not the result of a poor

visual acuity: previous recordings from the optic tectum

showed that the visual acuity of freshwater turtles ranges from

4 to 10 cyc.deg�1 (Northmore and Granda, 1991), consistent

with the spacing of retinal ganglion cells measured in the area

centralis (‘‘visual streak’’) (Peterson and Ulinski, 1979).

However, not all RFs cover the entire hemifield uniformly and

the latency of dCx responses increases from nasal to temporal

visual field. Bayesian decoding of responses to sparse noise

and natural movies showed that dCx neuron activity can be

used to decode both position and contrast polarity of a stimulus.

Therefore, despite the low spatial selectivity of their RFs, dCx

neurons may, as a population, still encode spatial position with

some accuracy, suggesting a representation of visual space

distributed across the entire visual cortex. Because of the large

size of our test stimuli (imposed by methodological constraints;

STAR Methods), we cannot yet determine the true accuracy of

spatial processing in dCx at a resolution lower than �30� of

visual angle.

Sensory representation in dCx appears to differ fundamentally

from those in the amniote optic tectum and mammalian V1. Un-

like what has been extensively described in mammalian V1, vi-

sual processing in turtle dCx does not seem to rely on a clear

parametric analysis of visual features but rather takes the form

of a distributed encoding of the visual scene across the entire

network. Coding in dCx thus appearsmore similar to that in other

cortical areas, such as olfactory (Bolding and Franks, 2017;

Miura et al., 2012; Roland et al., 2017) or inferotemporal cortices

(Desimone et al., 1984; DiCarlo et al., 2012; Hung et al., 2005;

Kiani et al., 2007), where stimuli can also be decoded from pop-

ulations of broadly tuned neurons (for review, see Quian Quiroga

and Panzeri, 2009). It suggests that processing of spatial infor-

mation in dCx might be used for high-order analyses of visual

scenes (e.g., to represent relative locations of features within a

visual scene by combinatorial processing) rather than the detec-

tion of low-level stimulus features. It may be that RF nonlinear-

ities previously described in mammalian V1 and related to

stimulus or behavioral contexts (Baudot et al., 2013; David

et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2012; Saleem et al., 2013) correspond

to an encoding of latent variables distributed across the V1 neu-

ral population, similar to how visual space is encoded in dCx.

Selective Encoding at the Single-Cell Level
The decomposition of RFs into linear and nonlinear components

showed that spatial features of a stimulus (e.g., position and

orientation) may also be encoded at the single-cell level in

dCx. Most linear RFs show a predominance of ON or OFF



Figure 8. Spatially Selective Adaptation in dCx

(A) Example of control- and adapting-stimulation paradigms for a 3 3 3 stimulation grid covering 90� 3 90� of visual angle (inset at top).

(B) Stimulus-triggered population responsemeasured in an anesthetized animal with the control (gray) and adapting (red) stimulation. Note response suppression

by adaptation in position 5.

(C) Population comparison of the mean firing rates after stimulus onset between control (x axis) and adapting (y axis) stimulations, across all 33 3 positions. Each

dot corresponds to one neuron.

(D and E) Same procedure as in (B) and (C), except that the stimulation grid consisted of nine vertical bars (20� of visual angle each), shifted horizontally in in-

crements corresponding to 25% of the width of the stimulus (5� of visual angle). Note progressive and proportional relationship between overlap and response.

(F) CSD profiles measured in an anesthetized animal during the same control (top) and adapting (bottom) conditions as in (D). Depth is in mm.

(G) Population responses recorded in LGN, ex vivo (STAR Methods), with control (gray) and adapting (red) stimulations using a 1 3 3 stimulation grid. Note

absence of spatially selective adaptation.

(H) Example of average eCoG response recorded in the awake turtle (STAR Methods). The stimulation grid consisted of three non-overlapping vertical bars. The

middle one was flashed repeatedly every 2 s, except at stimuli #10 and #20, where the left bar or the right bar was flashed. See also Figure S8.
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responses, but some (�35%) have adjacent ON and OFF sub-

fields. These are reminiscent of those described in mammalian

V1 simple cells, though much larger. However, the amplitudes

of these selective linear RFs relative to the overall response

were small, consistent with a prior suggestion that visual position

might be encoded in small amplitude components of the global

dCx response (Senseman and Robbins, 1999). We did not

observe clearly significant linear RF components in response

to sparse noise in dCx. This may be due to the fact that esti-

mating such small components requires a great many trials,

achievable only with dense stimuli. It is also possible that the

relative weight of these linear RF components is much reduced

in a sparse visual context, as observed in cat V1 (Fournier

et al., 2011). Although the mechanisms underlying the spatial

selectivity of these linear RFs probably differ from those in their

mammalian counterpart, visual processing in turtle dCx might

share some basic computational features with mammalian V1,

reflecting common statistical constraints imposed by the visual

world (Olshausen and Field, 1996).

Stimulus Specific Adaptation
Our recordings revealed a prominent degree of spatial adaptation

in dCx neuron responses. This suggests that spatiotemporal cor-

relations of input stimuli play an important role in driving dCx neu-

rons.Repeated stimulation (at intervals<5 s; Luoet al., 2010) of an

area of the visual field resulted in a selective reduction of the

response of individual neurons to that stimulus location, but not

to surrounding areas. This form of stimulus-specific adaptation

is similar to those reported in mammalian primary sensory areas

(olfactory [BestandWilson, 2004;Wilson,1998], auditory [Ulanov-

sky et al., 2003], and visual [Benucci et al., 2013; Dragoi et al.,

2000; M€uller et al., 1999] cortices; higher-order cortices [e.g.,

ITC; De Baene and Vogels, 2010; Miller et al., 1991]; superior col-

liculus [Boehnke et al., 2011]; and avian tectum [Reches andGut-

freund, 2008]). Therefore, dCx exhibits a property that is common

to many sensory systems in amniotes. Whether or not adaptation

reflects an intrinsic component of the stimulus-encodingprocess,

it is consistentwith redundancy-reduction ideaswherebyneurons

maximize information transfer by removing components of the

sensory input that are overrepresented. Recent evidence sug-

gests that this adaptation could also contribute to stabilizing the

network in a critical regime, compensating for transient activa-

tions by strong sensory stimuli (Shew et al., 2015).

CSD profiles suggest that this adaptation results from a dra-

matic reduction of the thalamic drive to dCx. Because LGN neu-

rons do not exhibit any spatially selective adaptation under the

same stimulus conditions,wepropose that this adaptation results

from a selective depression of thalamocortical synapses. This

mechanism is reminiscent, in the spatial domain, of what is

observed in mammalian piriform cortex (PCx): odor-specific

adaptation of PCx-neuron responses to repetitive stimulation re-

sults, at least inpart, fromasynapticdepressionof lateral olfactory

tract terminals with origin in the set of glomeruli that were selec-

tively activated by the stimulating odor (Best and Wilson, 2004).

Beta Range Oscillations
The tendency of flashed visual stimuli to cause cortical oscilla-

tions was observed previously in head-fixed awake turtles and
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in ex vivo brain preparations using extracellular recordings

(Prechtl, 1994; Prechtl et al., 2000) or imaging techniques

(VSD) (Prechtl et al., 1997; Senseman and Robbins, 1999). We

confirmed these results both in anesthetized and in awake ani-

mals. Using depth recording electrodes in anesthetized animals,

we establish a direct correlation between visually evoked beta-

range field potential oscillations and the underlying neuronal ac-

tivity: beta oscillations in dCx reflect the firing statistics of the

dCx neuronal population. The function of these oscillations is

at present unknown, but it may facilitate cortical processing by

synchronizing subpopulations of neurons across distant parts

of the dCx network, as proposed for mammalian cortex (for re-

view, see Fries, 2009).

Thalamocortical and Intracortical Connectivity
Consistent with previous anatomical data (Mulligan and Ulinski,

1990), our retrograde tracing of LGN neurons from single cortical

sites suggests a coarse imbalance of inputs from caudal and

rostral LGN to dCx. Although thalamic neurons projecting to

dCx are scattered across large parts, if not all, of LGN, the frac-

tion of afferent projections from caudal LGN decreases progres-

sively from rostral to caudal dCx.

It was previously suggested that this organization of thalamo-

cortical afferents generates iso-azimuth lamellae in dCx, so that

the naso-temporal axis of the visual field is retinotopically map-

ped along the rostro-caudal axis of dCx (Mulligan and Ulinski,

1990; Ulinski and Nautiyal, 1988). However, our electrophysio-

logical data did not reveal any retinotopic mapping in dCx. The

absence of retinotopy in dCx responses and the weakness of

the spatial selectivity of its RFs may reflect the high distributivity

of intracortical connections in turtle cortex (Cosans and Ulinski,

1990) (M. Hemberger, personal communication), which could

overcome any bias in the LGN inputs.

Previous electrophysiological recordings and VSD imaging in

reduced preparations show that stimulus-evoked activity travels

across the entire dCx (Prechtl et al., 1997, 2000; Senseman and

Robbins, 2002), suggesting that wave patterns might represent

some features of a visual stimulus (Senseman and Robbins,

1999). Because propagatingwaves follow a rostro-caudal trajec-

tory (Senseman, 1999), information from the temporal retina

could plausibly be fed into caudal cortex via polysynaptic, intra-

cortical links. Such a scenario could also underlie the extraction

of positional information during prolonged responses, e.g., by

the analysis of the temporal delay of direct thalamocortical and

intracortical activity. A temporal separation between stimulus

detection and discrimination of visual stimuli in turtle cortex

has been proposed recently (Clawson et al., 2017).

Our data show that RFs are not uniform across local popula-

tions of dCx neurons. They also tend to be less similar across

different parts of dCx than within a local population. This hetero-

geneity may result from biases in LGN input selectivity at both

single-cell and subnetwork levels (e.g., with respect to the ON

or OFF selectivity or the position of the LGN RFs). The fact that

we observed less than 2% of double-labeled LGN cells when us-

ing different tracers along the rostro-caudal axis of dCx argues

for the existence of such biases in the LGN inputs to different

cortical locations. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of dCx

RFs could also reflect local connectivity biases between dCx



neurons, e.g., by convergence of inputs from dCx neurons

sharing the same imbalance across their LGN inputs.

Visual Processing in Turtle Visual Cortex: Relation to
Mammalian Sensory Cortices
Our results show that despite a lack of clear retinotopic mapping

of visual space in dCx, spatial information about visual scenes

can be retrieved by analysis of dCx neuron responses. Though

present, the structure of dCx RFs appears very coarse at best,

and the absence of maps makes it unlikely that RFs are opti-

mized for detection of fine stimulus features. The optic tectum,

with its fine RF structure and mapped projections (Stirling

et al., 1998), probably plays that role. Support for such a func-

tional dichotomy of the collo- and the lemno-thalamic visual

pathways, present in all amniotes, comes from lesion studies

showing deficits in pattern and brightness discrimination only

upon destruction of the tectofugal pathway (Cranney and

Powers, 1983; Reiner and Powers, 1983). Although dCx is the

first stage of cortical visual processing in turtles, the distributed

representations seen there suggest at least two possible forms

of processing, thus far unseen in any V1.

The first is reminiscent of primary olfactory processing, in

which olfactory bulb projections form widely distributed and

seemingly random contacts with PCx pyramidal neurons (Ghosh

et al., 2011; Miyamichi et al., 2011). In such a system, odor iden-

tity can be retrieved by decoding a distributed representation

(Davison and Ehlers, 2011; Poo and Isaacson, 2009; Roland

et al., 2017; Stettler and Axel, 2009). Such design may hold as

long as the dimensionality of inputs is relatively limited (e.g.,

odor identity and intensity) and is similar to that initially described

in insect olfactory circuits (Perez-Orive et al., 2002; Stopfer et al.,

2003). The absence of fine mapping of thalamocortical projec-

tions to dCx and the selective adaptation of thalamic inputs to

dCx are both consistent with such design similarity between

olfactory and visual cortices in turtle (Fournier et al., 2015). This

idea is also consistent with the hypothesis that cerebral cortex

evolved first among amniotes as an associative (olfactory) struc-

ture (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2015).

The second suggested form of processing—one that is not

inconsistent with the first—is reminiscent of high-order sensory

areas in mammals. In this scheme, dCx might represent visual

inputs by segmentation along a manifold that corresponds to

high-order features of the visual scene, akin to that suggested

for object recognition along the ventral stream in mammals

(DiCarlo et al., 2012). dCx would thus perform a global, rather

than local, analysis of visual scenes, possibly leading to the

extraction of behaviorally relevant features. Lesion experiments

in turtles suggested a role for medial cortex (mCx) in spatial

learning and memory formation (Grisham and Powers, 1989,

1990; López et al., 2003a, 2003b). Anatomical (Striedter, 2016),

developmental (Medina et al., 2013; Puelles, 2001), and single-

cell transcriptomics studies (M. Tosches, T. Yamawaki, R. Nau-

mann et al., personal communication) suggest that much of

reptilian general cortex may be equivalent, if not homologous,

to mammalian hippocampus. The abundant direct projections

from dCx to mCx (Desan, 1985; Ulinski, 1990) support the hy-

pothesis that computations in dCx reflect a global processing

of visual scenes, similar to how space and visual features are
represented in cortical areas directly connected to the hippo-

campus inmammals (e.g., peri- and post-rhinal cortices [Ramos,

2013] or lateral andmedial entorhinal cortices [Killian et al., 2012;

Knierim et al., 2013;Moser et al., 2008; Tsao et al., 2013; Yoo and

Lee, 2017]).

In conclusion, our results suggest that the organizational prin-

ciples of this primitive visual cortex differ significantly from those

of mammalian V1. They suggest that the fine spatial mapping of

primary sensory attributes, well described inmammalian primary

neocortical areas (such as V1, S1, or A1), is not an ancestral

feature of amniote cortex, but rather appears only in the

mammalian lineage, paralleling the expansion of cortical layering

and the evolution of precisely targeted thalamocortical projec-

tions to novel and specialized layers (rather than diffuse projec-

tions to distal layer 1, as seen in turtle dCx).
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Antibodies

NeuN (clone A60), mouse monoclonal (1:500 to 1:2000) Millipore Cat# MAB377; RRID: AB_2298772

vGluT2, rabbit polyclonal (1:500 to 1:3000) Synaptic Systems Cat# 135 403; RRID: AB_887883

Donkey-anti-mouse-Alexa(488 or 568) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21202; RRID: AB_141607;

Cat# A-10037; RRID: AB_2534013

Donkey-anti-rabbit-Alexa(488 or 568) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21206; RRID: AB_2535792;

Cat# A-10042; RRID: AB_2534017

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Ketamine (100mg/ml) Cp-Pharma https://www.cp-pharma.de/

Dexdomitor (dexmedetomidine) Vétoquinol GmbH http://www.vetoquinol.de/

Isoflurane Baxter http://www.baxter.de/index.page

Rimadyl (carprofene), analgetic Cp-Pharma https://www.cp-pharma.de/

Other chemicals (all research grade) Sigma https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Trachemys scripta sp. (red-eared slider turtles) Nasco https://www.enasco.com/

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB (versions 2015b to 2017a) MathWorks RRID: SCR_001622

ImageJ 1.51p N/A RRID: SCR_003070

Consensus-Based Sorting of Neuronal Spike Waveforms Fournier et al., 2016 N/A

Cheetah Data Acquisition Software https://neuralynx.com/research_

software/data_acquisition_software/

N/A

Other

Neuronexus electrodes http://neuronexus.com N/A

Neuralynx https://neuralynx.com/products/

digital_data_acquisition_systems/

Digital Lynx 16SX

Viewpixx Monitor http://vpixx.com/ VIEWPixx /3D, RRID: SCR_009646

PROPixx DLP projector http://vpixx.com/ PROPixx, RRID: SCR_013299

Animal respirator, Inspira ASVv Harvard Apparatus https://www.hugo-sachs.de/index.php/

Capnograph Type 340 Harvard Apparatus https://www.hugo-sachs.de/index.php/

Vapor 19.3 (Isoflurane) Eickenmeyer Dr€ager http://www.eickemeyer.de/#S11957

Image-Collection McGill image database http://tabby.vision.mcgill.ca/html/

browsedownload.html

Turtle movies ReefVid free video clips http://www.reefvid.org/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Gilles Laurent (gilles.

laurent@brain.mpg.de).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Data presented here were collected from adult turtles (Trachemys scripta scripta, n = 15) of either sex. Animals were housed in groups

of 2 or 3 animals in water tanks. Chronically implanted animals (n = 4) were housed individually after implantation and brought for

repeated recording session over a period of up to 4 weeks. All experimental procedures followed institutional guidelines and were

approved by the local authorities (RP Darmstadt, protocol F122/13).
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METHOD DETAILS

Depending on experimental needs and technical feasibility, imposed by the anatomy (head-neck musculature, large subdural space,

large ventricles) and behavior (head retraction) of turtles, we used several experimental techniques described in the following. The

electrophysiological techniques include: 1) Local field recordings in awake animals with chronically implanted planar electrode

arrays; 2) extracellular single- and multi-unit recordings in lightly anesthetized and paralyzed turtles; and 3) extracellular recordings

from thalamus in an eye-brain explant preparation (ex vivo). Anatomical techniques include: 1) trans-synaptic tracing from the eye to

cortex; 2) reconstruction of recording sites; 3) immunocytochemistry to define cortical layers and brain architecture; and 4) retrograde

tracing from recording sites to LGN.

A general outline of the position of turtle visual cortex is shown in Figure 1A. Turtle dorsal cortex extends over each hemisphere of

the dorsal telencephalon. It is posterior to the olfactory bulb and flanked laterally by the olfactory or lateral cortex (lCx); the apparent

boundary between lCx and dCx follows the rhinal fissure, which can be detected superficially as a shallow dorsal indentation of the

dorsal cortex running at a slight angle from the parasagittal plane (rf; Figures 1A and 1E). The rhinal fissure lies over what is known as

the pallial thickening (PT; Figure 1A), a folded plate of cortex located below lCx and dCx. In transverse sections, the PT cell layer

curves dorso-medially and flattens out to run in a tangential plane parallel to the pia (Figure 1A). This flattening out represents the

transition to dCx, which receives direct projections from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). LGN axons run all the way from thal-

amus down via the lateral forebrain bundle ventrally, through and around the striatum before running upward through PT, terminating

in dCx, after entering it laterally. Medial to dCx are the dorso-medial (dmCx) andmedial (mCx) cortices (Figure 1A), often lumped into a

cortex described as ‘‘hippocampus.’’

Electrophysiology
Awake eCoG recordings

Electrocorticograms (eCoGs) of visual responses were performed in 4 awake turtles using 64-channel surface electrodes (Neuro-

nexus), placed subdurally over the dorsal cortex under deep anesthesia. After recovery from surgery, the animals could be brought

for repeated awake recording sessions. Using Velcro, the turtle was fixed, plastron down, on a small horizontal plate held by a vertical

pole, such that the animal’s legs ‘‘floated’’ in air. The so-tethered animal was then placed such that its head lay at the center of a

80cm-diameter hemispherical screen (i.e., at the center of the sphere defined by the hemispherical screen). Visual stimuli were

back-projected on this screen with a 60Hz LCoS-projector (liquid crystal on silicone; Canon, Ota, Tokio, Japan) after pre-warping

the image to compensate for distortion on the spherical surface. Head position and movements were monitored using two infrared

cameras placed at right angle, enabling 3D tracking of infrared LEDs placed on the head-mounted connector. All data were acquired

with a Neuralynx amplifier.

Anesthetized recordings

The electrophysiological single unit recordings presented here were obtained from 9 adult turtles of either sex (Trachemys scripta

scripta, 800-1500 g). We recorded from the dorsal cortex of lightly anesthetized (isofluorane, 0.5%) and paralyzed (pancuronium bro-

mide, 0.1 ml/kg/h) animals with 32-channel linear silicon probes (20-mm pitch, 172 mm2 surface area/site, Neuronexus) spanning

620 mm. Prior to the experiment, we performed a craniotomy under deep anesthesia (10 mg/kg ketamine; 0.15 mg/kg dexmedeto-

midine I.M., maintained with 1%–3% isoflurane during artificial respiration) and implanted a metal post on the skull to stabilize the

head during recording sessions that lasted up to 8 days. After infiltration of all skin wounds with local anesthetic, paralysis was initi-

ated and maintained by I.V. and the volatile anesthetic (0.5% isoflurane) delivered by artificial ventilation (8-10 ml, 6-8 strokes/min to

maintain physiological CO2 in the exhaled air). Animals were kept on a heating pad (32�C) and their electrocardiogram monitored

continuously. The eyes were covered by a thin, transparent film of 5% methylcellulose dissolved in physiological saline to prevent

corneal desiccation. Eyeswere inspected at regular intervals using a retinoscope, and rinsedwith salinewhen necessary. Visual stim-

uli were presented to one eye on a gamma-corrected monitor (Viewpixx, 50 cm x 30 cm, 120 Hz refresh rate) with a background lumi-

nance of 12 cd.cm-2. The screen was centered relative to the stimulated eye at a 15-cm distance from the eye. Control experiments

showed that no eye correction was required, as expected from the fact that turtle eyes are emmetropic upon paralysis (Northmore

andGranda, 1991) and the large depth of field of small eyes (Glickstein andMillodot, 1970). Broadband signals were recorded using a

Neuralynx amplifier and digitally filtered offline between 0.2 and 4 kHz to detect spiking activity by threshold crossing. Detected

events were sorted automatically using a consensus-based clustering method (Fournier et al., 2016). For population analysis, we

considered only spike clusters that had an estimated fraction of misclassified spikes < 0.3, a signal-to-noise ratio > 4 and a fraction

of refractory-period violations < 0.01. We identified 1000 clusters (out of 35 recording sessions), among which 350 were considered

to be well isolated (fraction of misclassified spikes < 15%). All examples presented in this paper correspond to well-isolated units. For

statistical population analysis, we included all the sorted units.

Ex vivo recordings

Visual responses in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) were recorded ex vivo in an eye-brain explant preparation (n = 2 animals).

Young turtles (Trachemys scripta, 150 to 300 g) were deeply anesthetized with ketamine (10mg/kg, i.m.) and dexmedetomidine (Dex-

domitor, 0.15 mg/kg, i.m.) and decapitated. The brain was removed in ice-cold Ringer with the eye and the optic nerves still attached
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and transferred to a recording chamber perfused with an oxygenated Ringer solution (96.5 mMNaCl, 2.6 mMKCl, 4mMCaCI2, 2 mM

MgCl2, 31.5 mM NaHCO3, and 10 mM D-glucose, gassed to pH 7.6 with 95% O2 and 5% CO2; Mori et al., 1981; Senseman, 1996).

The ocular globe was hemisected so as to excise the lens and expose the retina. The retina was exposed to a photostimulator, pro-

jecting the image of a gamma corrected monitor on one retinal surface. Visual responses were recorded from the contralateral LGN

with 32-channel linear silicon probes (Neuronexus, see above) using a Neuralynx amplifier. LGN was targeted by inserting the elec-

trode from themidline with a�30� angle in direction of the optic tract. The LGNwas then localized electrophysiologically by detection

of a visually-evoked current sink with a slightly shorter latency than visual responses recorded in the superficial layers of the tectum.

Histology
Recording electrodes (silicon probes and surface eCoG arrays) were coated with lipophilic dyes (DiI or DiD, Molecular Probes) before

implantation to mark electrode position and to define the location of thalamic afferents to recording locations by visualizing retro-

gradely labeled cells. After an eCoG experiment, the animal was perfused with paraformaldehyde, the brain removed and photo-

graphed under fluorescent illumination with a binocular dissection microscope to map the placement of the recording grid. After

an anesthetized recording experiment, the animal was perfused with paraformaldehyde, the brain extracted and sectioned (70 mm,

coronal plane). Sections were stained for NeuN, VGluT2 and DAPI and imaged under a confocal microscope. LGN cells that were

retrogradely labeled fromdCx recording siteswere counted on every second section. The density of labeled LGNcellswas expressed

relative to themaximum number of cells counted across all LGN sections from the same experiment. The relative density of LGN cells

along the rostro-caudal axis of LGNwas aligned to the position corresponding tomaximum nucleus rotundus diameter—unlike LGN,

nucleus rotundus is clearly delineated, providing a reliable positional reference. For trans-neuronal tracing theplant lectinwheat germ-

agglutinin coupled to horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP, Sigma, 1.5-2 ml of a 10% solution in PBS) was injected intra-vitreously in

one eye under deep anesthesia. After a survival time of 7-8 weeks, animals were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde/2% glutardial-

dehyde. Brains were extracted, soaked in 30% sucrose (in PBS) overnight, and cut with a cryotome at 60mm. WGA-HRP was visu-

alized according to the tetramethyl benzidine (TMB) protocol of Mesulam (1978) with subsequent stabilization of the reaction product

using ammoniumheptamolybdate (Marfurt et al., 1988). The distribution of TMB reaction productwasdocumented using cross-polar-

ized illumination. Photographs were taken with a CCD-camera mounted on a Zeiss microscope, with a 10x objective.

Visual Stimuli
Awake animals

Still images. Four categories of 2 s long stimuli covering 55� x 70� of the frontal visual field were used and presented in a fully ran-

domized manner within each recording day:

(1) Natural image stimuli consisted of 60 different images (selected from theMcGill image database, http://tabby.vision.mcgill.ca/

html/browsedownload.html). The images were to equal parts selected such as they represented (1) animals, (2) landscapes

(land or water) or (3) man-made scenes. These images were presented in color and gray-scale.

(2) For each of the 120 (RGB + gray scale) natural images, a phase-scrambled counterpart was generated: a uniform, random

phase noise (+/� 180 degrees) was added to the complex phase component of the Fourier transform of each image; the in-

verse transform of this Fourier spectrum resulted in a phase-scrambled image with a frequency content matching that of the

original image (Wichmann et al., 2006).

(3) Two-dimensional white noise images (WN) with the same average pixel intensities as the natural images (RGB and gray-scale)

were used as control stimuli (no intrinsic spatial correlations and flat power spectra).

(4) Red uniform stimuli with the same dimension as the natural images were also presented. Red was chosen because the turtle

retina has a high density of red cones and the behavioral spectral sensitivity is highest in the red (Graf, 1967).

All natural and control stimuli were adjusted based on their red, green and blue content to have an average luminance within ± 5%

of the luminance of the gray background at the position of the turtle head in the setup.

Movies. Four 10 s-long natural movie sequences covering 30� x 60� of the frontal visual field were used for stimulation (20 fps):

(1) Nat: A video file containing footage of a natural pond environment was obtained from https://www.youtube.com/ (https://

youtu.be/07rt2ao3Yrg), cut into 10 s clips and size adjusted. Video clips were presented both in RGB and gray-scale.

(2) Scr: The same video clips (RGB and gray-scale) were presented after each frame had been phase-scrambled, to disrupt the

spatial coherence.

(3) Shf: The frames of the original video clips were presented in randomized order.

(4) Scr/Shf: Video clips combining Scr and Shf as in 2) and 3) above.

The first frame of eachmovie was displayed for 2 s before themovie started, to distinguish the response to image onset from that to

movie onset.
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Anesthetized animals

Four types of visual stimuli were used.

(1) ‘‘Natural movie’’ stimuli consisted of two successive presentations of the same movie at 20 or 25 fps (obtained from http://

www.reefvid.org), followed by a 15 s blank period. The first frame of passage 1 of the movie was displayed for 2 s before

the movie started, to distinguish the response to a flashed image from that to movie onset. All movie frames were equalized

for total luminance (matching the luminance of the background) and contrast (0.9). The stimuli were presented in randomized

order over each of 3 3 3 locations on the screen, covering �90� x 100� of visual angle.
(2) ‘‘Sparse noise’’ stimuli consisted of bright or dark non-overlapping squares (covering 90� x 120� of visual angle; contrast = +1

or �1 on a gray background) presented sequentially over 3 3 5 different, randomly chosen locations on the screen for 1 s at

T > 10 s interval.

(3) ‘‘Dense noise’’ stimuli consisted of 3 3 5, 4 3 5 or 8 3 10 checkerboards, covering 90� x 120� of visual angle. The contrast

value chosen for each position of the checkerboard was drawn from a uniform distribution and could either be�1, 0 or 1. Each

frame of dense noise was displayed for 10 s before switching to the next frame.

(4) ‘‘Adapting sequences’’ contained stimuli in 3 to 9 different possible positions (33 3, 13 9 or 13 3), of which one (the ‘‘adapt-

ing position’’) was stimulatedmore often than the others (‘‘test positions’’) following a randomized protocol (e.g., P(adapting) =

0.9; P(test) = 0.1). Stimuli were presented every 2 s. Each stimulus lasted one second and only one location was stimulated at a

given time. The size of the stimulus varied depending on the visual protocol (see figure legends).

Because dCx responses adapt strongly to inter-stimulus interval (ISI) shorter than a few seconds, we typically set ISIs between 10

and 15 s (except in adapting protocols). Conversely, to ensure stationarity of brain state and recordings, we tried to keep stimulus-

protocol durations to within 2-3 hours. These two constraints explain the relatively coarse resolution of the stimulation grid used in

many experiments. Mapping RFs with sparse noise, 3 3 5 positions and 15-30 trials per position/contrast took about 2-4 hours.

In experiments with anesthetized animals, visual stimuli were presented on a flat screen and without compensatory stimulus warp-

ing. Therefore, although stimuli presented in different positions had the same size on the screen, they were not equal in visual angle:

for example, a 10-cm square in the center of the screen (where the eye was centered) corresponded to�36� of visual angle whereas

the same 10-cm square presented in the periphery of the screen occupied �22� of visual angle. Nevertheless, we chose to show

receptive fields in terms of size on the screen, rather than compensating for this distortion after receptive field estimation.

Time-Frequency analysis of LFP and eCoG data
eCoG and LFP recordings were low-pass filtered (100 Hz cutoff) and re-sampled at 1 kHz. Stimulus-triggered time-frequency spectra

were computed with a 512 ms-sliding window and averaged across trials. The visually-evoked power increase was quantified by

normalization with the average power spectrum measured in a 500 ms-window preceding stimulus onset. For eCoG data, the

peak frequency was measured from the normalized power spectrum computed for the channel with the largest power in the beta

range (15 – 35 Hz), after averaging the time frequency spectrum across a 2 s-time window following flash onset. For LFP data re-

corded with depth electrodes, the peak frequency was measured from the time frequency spectrum averaged across all channels.

To compare response amplitude across stimulus category, eCoG responses measured on the channel with largest power in the

beta range were reduced to a single scalar value by averaging the power between 15 and 35 Hz in the time-frequency plots, over a

specific time window corresponding to 2.5 s post onset for flashed stimuli and 2 s to 12.5 s post onset for movie stimuli (therefore

excluding the response evoked by the initial 2 s-flash of the first frame). The averaged power values were normalized to the power

measured during spontaneous activity for each animal. We then used an n-factor ANOVA for unbalanced samples (anovan.m in

MATLAB) and used a Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison correction (multcomp.m in MATLAB) to assess the significance

(p < 0.01) of response amplitudes across stimulus categories.

Receptive field estimation
Spiking responses were convolved with a 250-msGaussian window and resampled in 50-ms time bins (100ms for movie stimuli). For

‘‘sparse noise’’ and ‘‘movie stimuli’, receptive fields were estimated by computing the stimulus-triggered-average of the evoked

spiking response relative to stimulus onset in each spatial position. For ‘‘test stimuli’’ in the adapting stimulation, receptive fields

were estimated by stimulus-triggered averaging (because there was no spatial or temporal overlap between successive stimuli

over the course of the estimated evoked response); for ‘‘adapting stimuli’’ (those presented at high rates so as to generate adapta-

tion), we selected a subset of trials beforehand, so as to equalize averaged trial numbers between adapting and test stimuli. To es-

timate receptive fields in the ‘‘dense noise’’ condition, we considered the efficient stimulus to be the time derivative of the stimulus

contrast: since dense-noise frames were displayed for several seconds (10 s), the change in stimulus contrast was a better predictor

of the evoked response than the actual contrast. We then adopted a least-squares approach and solved the following equation for

every 50-ms time bin following stimulus onset:

RðT + tÞ=
X
x;y

h1ðx; y; tÞ3Sðx; y;TÞ+
X
x;y

h2ðx; y; tÞ3S2ðx; y;TÞ; Equation 1
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where R is the spiking response; T, the time of stimulus onset; and h1 and h2 are the linear (first-order Volterra kernel) and nonlinear

(diagonal of the second-order Volterra kernel) components of the RF at t x 50 ms after stimulus onset (Emerson et al., 1987; Fournier

et al., 2011). To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the estimated RF components, we used a regularizationmethod (ridge regression)

to solve Equation 1. The optimal value of the regularization parameter was estimated bymaximizing the percentage of explained vari-

ance using a 20-fold cross-validation procedure (Hastie et al., 2009; Machens et al., 2004).

The significance of the receptive field was measured using a jackknife analysis: we estimated 20 times the RF, each time omitting

5% of the data, and computed the standard error of the mean (SEM) from this collection of RF estimates. The mean receptive field

was then converted to z-scores by normalization with the SEM. RFs were spatially interpolated for visualization. The spatial extent of

the RF components wasmeasured after spatial interpolation of the RF as themaximal area covered by responses that were 99%-sig-

nificant (z-score > 2.33). Response latency of the neuron population wasmeasured in each position at the first crossing of 50%of the

maximum firing rate of the population receptive field in the first second following stimulus onset. The spatial modulation index was

measured as the relative proportion of the energy of the RF that could not be explained by the spatial average response:

Spatial modulation index =

X
x;y;t

�
hðx; y; tÞ � hhðx; y; tÞix;y

�2
X
x;y;t

hðx; y; tÞ2 : Equation 2

For RFs estimated with sparse noise, the spatial modulation index was measured considering ON and OFF RFs as a single vector,

i.e., by integrating over space, time and contrast in Equation 2.

The correlation coefficient between ON and OFF responses was measured as:

ON3OFF correlation=

X
x;y;t

ðhONðx; y; tÞ3 hOFFðx; y; tÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
x;y;t

ðhONðx; y; tÞÞ2 3
X
x;y;t

ðhOFFðx; y; tÞÞ2
r : Equation 3

We quantified the correlation of a RF with the rest of the dCx population (Population correlation) as the Pearson’s correlation co-

efficient between the RF of a given neuron (i) and the mean RF averaged across all other neurons recorded simultaneously (j s i):

Population correlation ðiÞ=

X
x;y;t

�
hiðx; y; tÞ � �hi

�
x;y;t

�
3
��

hjðx; y; tÞ�
jsi

� �hj
�
x;y;t;jsi

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
x;y;t

�
hiðx; y; tÞ � �hi

�
x; y; t

�2
3
X
x;y;t

��
hiðx; y; tÞ�

jsi
� �hi

�
x;y;t;jsi

�2s : Equation 4

The coefficient of spatial correlation of the RF was measured as the average correlation coefficient between the response of a

neuron in a given position and the mean response of the same neuron averaged across all other positions.

Spatial correlation=

* X
t

�
hðx; y; tÞ3 hhðx0; y0; tÞix0sx;y0sy

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

t

ðhðx; y; tÞÞ2 3
X
t

�
hhðx0; y0; tÞix0sx;y0sy

�2s
+

x;y

: Equation 5

For RFs estimated with dense noise, we defined the linearity index as the relative contribution of the linear RF component to the

energy of the RF:

Linearity index =

X
x;y;t

h1ðx; y; tÞ2 X
x;y;t

h1ðx; y; tÞ2 +
X
x;y;t

h2ðx; y; tÞ2
!: Equation 6

The optimal spatial frequency of the linear RF component was measured as the peak of the 2D power spectrum at the time of

maximal response. For neurons with non-zero preferred spatial frequency, we also measured the orientation of the linear receptive

field component. Their orientation tuning curve was estimated at best spatial frequency by summing for each orientation the convo-

lutions of the linear receptive fieldwith two gratings in spatial quadrature (spatial phase of 0� and 90�). The estimated tuning curvewas
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fitted with a von Mises distribution M from which we measured the preferred orientation (Oripref) and the orientation selectivity in-

dex (OSI):

OSI=
MðOripref Þ

ðMðOriprefÞ+MðOripref + 90oÞÞ: Equation 7

Bayesian decoding
To estimate the nature of the stimulus from the recorded spike trains, we used a Bayesian decoding approach, based on the standard

formula:

Pðs jnÞ=PðsÞ3Pðn j sÞ; Equation 8

where s is the stimulus variable and n the number of spikes. Assuming statistical independence of spikes recorded from N different

cells and at different delays post stimulus onset (from 0 to T ms), we derived Pðn j sÞ as:

Pðn j sÞ=
YT

t =0;200.

YN
i = 1

Pðni;t

�� sÞ; Equation 9

where ni,t corresponds to the number of spikes recorded from cell i in a 200 ms-time window t ms after stimulus onset.

The posterior probability of the stimulus being at a certain position given the recorded spike train was then computed as:

Pðs jnÞ=CPðsÞ3
YT
t = 0

" YN
i = 1

fi;tðsÞni;t
!
3 exp

 
� t

XN
i =1

fi;tðsÞ
!#

; Equation 10

where s is the stimulus variable representing the state of the stimulus (e.g., with #Xpos x #Ypos = 33 3 possible positions for movie

stimuli); C is a normalization constant; fi,t is the stimulus triggered average response of cell i, t ms after stimulus onset and t corre-

sponds to the size of the spike count window (200 ms). Spike counts were measured for 2 s post-stimulus onset for sparse noise

stimuli. For movie stimuli, spike counts were measured for 4 s post–stimulus onset when considering responses to movie onset

and from 4 s post till the end of the movie when considering responses to movie presentation. The posterior probability and the stim-

ulus-triggered average responses were computed on different sets of trials using a 20-fold cross-validation procedure, to avoid

over-fitting.

In one experiment (turtle K5), three different movies were presented randomly during the same recording session. To decode

both position and identity of the presentedmovie, we used the same approach as above except that both the position and the identity

of the movie were decoded. Therefore, the stimulus variable s in Equation 10 had #Xpos x #Ypos x #movies = 3 3 3 x 3 possible

states.

For sparse noise, both stimulus position and contrast were decoded. In this case, the stimulus variable s in Equation 10

had #Xpos x #Ypos x #contrast = 3 3 5 x 2 possible states.

The average posterior probabilities were computed by averaging P(sjn) when the actual stimulus was in a particular state (position

or position/contrast or position/movie identity).

This approach is similar to that previously used to reconstruct the position of an animal from place cell firing in hippocampal re-

cordings (Bendor and Wilson, 2012; Zhang et al., 1998), except that we also considered the response time course as informative

of the stimulus, by multiplying the probabilities obtained for different time delays after stimulus onset. The choice of the spike count

bin size (200 ms) and the overall time window over which the response was considered were optimized to minimize the average de-

coding error (Figure S4F).

Peri-Oscillation Triggered Histograms and Current Source Density analysis
Beta-oscillations were extracted by filtering the LFP between 15 and 35 Hz. The peri-oscillation triggered histograms (POTH) were

computed by trigger-averaging the spike count relative to the trough of the beta oscillation measured with a superficial electrode in

the array (i.e., at the peak of the current sink) (Poo and Isaacson, 2009). The amplitude of each oscillation cycle was defined as the

amplitude difference between peak and following trough; only cycles with an amplitude R 4SD from the mean were used for

computing the POTH. POTHs were normalized to the mean firing rate. For neurons that displayed a significant modulation of firing

rate across beta oscillation cycles (Rayleigh test of non-uniformity, p < 0.01), wemeasured the preferred firing phase and the strength

of the spike-LFP coupling from the position and the amplitude of the peak in the POTH.

Current-source-density (CSD) profiles were computed using the inverse current source density method (Pettersen et al., 2006),

using a smoothing Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation = 2 x electrode pitch.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Rayleigh test was utilized to test if a neuron had a significant modulation of its firing rate across phases of LFP beta oscillations.

A n-factor ANOVA was used to measure the distance between eCoG responses to different stimulus categories; pairwise statistical
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comparison between stimulus categories were then performed by using a Turkey-Kramer multiple comparison correction on the

result of the ANOVA. Significance of receptive fields was measured by z-scoring the response with the SEM obtained using a

jackknife analysis. The spatial extent of the receptive fields was measured as the maximal area covered by 99%-significant re-

sponses (z-score > 2.33). Correlation coefficients were measured to assess the selectivity of responses to movie frames across

different positions. The Pearson’s correlation was used to measure the correlation of receptive fields spatiotemporal profiles across

the population of simultaneously recorded neurons. Student’s t test for paired samples was used to compare properties of responses

tomovie onset andmovie presentation; latencies of visual responses between rostral and caudal recording probes and spatial extent

of ON and OFF receptive fields. Medians, means and standard deviations are reported throughout the text. Significance was defined

at p < 0.01.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Data and MATLAB code will be made available upon request.
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